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Presentation structure

1. From top down approaches to participatory 
methods

2. The Western roots of the concept of 
participation 

3. Its implementation in a West African context

4. How to increase local ownership of 
development projects ?



“When one of these Senegalese farmers increases his revenue, 
instead of investing it in his land, he prefers to get an additional 
wife. Is that development ?”

Quote from local development worker



Development paradigms

 1950-60s : Modernization theory
 From traditional, agricultural, & irrationality

 To modern, industrialization, & rational profit-making

 1970-80s : Dependency theory
 Dividing the world into centers and peripheries

 Sees underdevelopment result of political structures

 1990s : Demise of grand narratives
 Change cannot comes „top-down‟ from the state

 Cultural diversity and agency at micro-level 



The “new” approach

 A major shift in priorities

 from „things and infrastructure‟ 

 to „people and capabilities‟

 The importance of local knowledge

 “Whose reality counts?” (Chambers 1997)

 A “grassroots” approach

 Empowerment through Participation

 Participatory Rural Appraisal, 

 Participatory Learning and Action, 

 Participatory Implementation

 Participatory Evaluation …



Participating in Development

 Underlying rationale 

 “to enable a process that is as democratic as possible 
in order to ensure that all values and opinions can be 
represented” ( UNU Toolkit p10)

 Emphasis is on 

 flow of information and knowledge

 political equality (one person, one voice)

 Cultural roots of the concept “participation”

 pre-medieval North Western household structures

 individualistic and contractualising culture



Senegal

 Political stability
 Regular democratic elections 

since 1960

 Last voting turnout 63%

 Weak economic performance
 In 1960 an income/capita similar 

to South Korea

 Today among poorest countries 
worldwide (HDI between 
Mauritania and Haiti)

 Development aid
 Between 10 to 13% of GNP

 One of the highest per capita on 
the African continent



Development and Democracy

 Case Study Senegal (Molenaers & Renard 2006)

 Do well functioning democratic institutions ensure 
trickle down of international aid to population 
through economic reforms ?

 No, Senegalese style democracy is 
impediment to socio-economic 
development

• Economic interests of religious 
leaders prevail

• Strict hierarchy imposes voting 
behavior



Observations

 What people say they do versus what people 
do -> multiple meanings of 1 concept

 Young people (<40 years old) are separate 
social category -> gerontocracy

 Unanimity preferred over democratic decisions 
-> patron-client relations

 Low level of pro-activity and local ownership   
-> donor dependency



Conclusions

 Local social hierarchies still prime over global 
political principles

 “Participation” is a culturally rooted concept

 How to increase local ownership of 
development projects?



… bring back the economics …


